Regulations for cabin baggage

(i) No passenger boarding an aircraft will be allowed to carry in his hand baggage or on his person liquid items/gels/pastes or items of similar consistency, except medicines/inhalers accompanied by prescriptions as well as baby food;

(ii) A passenger boarding an aircraft shall, however, be allowed to carry separately, in small quantities required for the duration of journey, liquid items/gels/pastes or items of similar consistency in one clear transparent resealable one liter size plastic bag. Each item should, however, not exceed 100 ml in quantity. The contents of the plastic bag must fit comfortably within it and will be subjected to prescribed screening and security checks in addition to the passengers carry on baggage;

(iii) Liquids/gels/aerosols will include beverages, shampoos, suntan lotions, creams, toothpastes, hair gels, hair sprays and other items of similar consistency;

(iv) Flight crew/cabin crew members in uniform are exempt from the prohibition of carrying on board liquids/gels/aerosols. They will, however, carry such items in small quantities required for their itinerary;

(v) Aircraft operators will provide wide publicity to the above instructions and advise passengers to declare at the security checkpoints items carried in conformity with instructions at (ii) above.

2. Existing instructions, already in force, restricting the carriage of only one hand baggage of the prescribed dimensions (besides the one liter size plastic bag mentioned at (ii) above) on board an aircraft, shall continue.